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ABSTRACT 
In recent years, data is being generated from different sources and storing it and processing them is a great issue. This data 

which cannot be handled using conventional system is termed as Bigdata. Bigdata is a term that describes the huge volume of 

data both structured and unstructured data. As unstructured data keeps on evolving, there is a demand for processing pipeline 

which combines NoSQL and Bigdata processing platform such as MapReduce. Cassandra is a type of NoSQL database. The 

suitability of a given NoSQL depends on the problem it must solve. In this paper, we are going to process the Denmark’s traffic 

datasets using variable parameters and store it in Cassandra datastore which will lend a hand to the transportation department 

to monitor and control the traffic. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Bigdata [1], [18], [19] is data that exceeds the processing capacity of conventional database system. The data 

is too big, moves too fast, or does not fit the structures of your database architectures. To gain value from this data, 
you must choose an alternative way to process it. Bigdata has become viable as cost-effective approaches have 
emerged to tame the volume, velocity and variability [11] of massive data. Within this data lie valuable patterns 
and information, previously hidden because of the amount of work required to extract them. 

To leading corporations, such as Google, this power has been in reach for some time, but at fantastic cost. 
Today’s commodity hardware, cloud architectures and open source software bring bigdata processing into the 
reach of the less well-resourced. Bigdata processing is eminently feasible for even the small garage setups, who can 
cheaply rent server time in the cloud. The value of bigdata to an organization falls into two categories: analytical 
use and enabling new products. Bigdata analytics can reveal insights hidden previously by data too costly to 
process such as peer influence among customers, revealed by analyzing shopper’s transaction and social and 
geographical data. Being able to process every item of data in reasonable time removes the troublesome need for 
sampling and promotes an investigative approach to data, in contrast to the somewhat static nature of running 
predetermined reports. The emergence of bigdata into the enterprise brings with it necessary counterpart agility. 
The three V’s of volume, velocity and variety are commonly used to characterize different aspects of bigdata. 

Volume: The benefit gained from the ability to process large amounts of information in the main attraction of 
bigdata analytics. Assuming that the volumes of data are larger than those conventional relational database 
infrastructures can cope with, processing options break down broadly into a choice between massively parallel 
processing architectures [2] – data warehouses or databases such as Green Plum – and Apache Hadoop-based [3] 
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solutions. Hadoop’s MapReduce [4] involves distributing a dataset among multiple servers and operating on data: 
the “map” stage. The partial results are then recombined: the “reduce” stage.  

Velocity: The importance of data’s velocity- the increasing rate at which data flows into an organization- has 
followed a similar pattern to that of volume. Industry terminology for such fast-moving data tends to be either 
“streaming data” or “complex event processing”. There are two main reasons to consider streaming processing. 
The first is when the input data are too fast to store in their entirely: in order to keep storage requirements practical, 
some level of analysis [17] must occur as the data streams in. The second reason to consider streaming is where the 
application mandates immediate response of the data. It’s not just about input data. The velocity of a system’s 
outputs can matter too. 

Variety: Rarely does data present itself in a form perfectly ordered and ready for processing. A common theme 
in bigdata systems is that the source data is diverse, and doesn’t fall into neat relational structures. It could be text 
from social networks, image data, a raw feed directly from a sensor source. A common use of bigdata processing is 
to take unstructured data and extract ordered meaning, for consumption either by humans or as a structured input to 
an application. 

Apache Cassandra [5] is a highly scalable, high-performance distributed database designed to handle large 
amounts of both structured and unstructured data across many commodity servers, providing high availability [6] 
with no single point of failure. It is a type of NoSQL database. The primary objective of a NoSQL database is to 
have simplicity of design, horizontal scaling and fine control over availability.  

In this paper, we present MapReduce streaming [10] over Cassandra datasets. Apache Cassandra is an open 
source, distributed and decentralized storage system, for managing very large amounts of unstructured data spread 
across the world. Initially we retrieve the input data from Cassandra store. The dataset taken under evaluation is the 
Denmark’s traffic dataset. We use Apache Cassandra in our analysis combined with MapReduce solution for 
processing the datasets. We introduce the performance implications of processing data directly from the Cassandra 
servers is high when compared to the usage of Apache Hadoop [7].    

    
I. Background: 
A. Cassandra: 

Cassandra is a non-relational and column oriented, distributed database. It was originally developed by 
Facebook. It is now an open source Apache project. Cassandra was designed to fulfill the storage needs of the 
Inbox search problem. Cassandra is designed to store large datasets over a set of commodity machines by using a 
peer-to-peer cluster structure to promote horizontal scalability. In the column-oriented data model of Cassandra, a 
column is the smallest component of data. Columns associated with a certain key constitute a row. Each row can 
contain any number of columns. A collection of row forms a column family, which is similar to tables in relational 
databases. Records in the column families are stored in sorted order by row keys, in separate files. The keyspace 
congregates one or more column families in the application, similar to a schema in a relational database. Interesting 
aspects of the Cassandra framework include independence from any additional file systems like HDFS, scalability, 
replication support for fault tolerance, balanced data partitioning, and MapReduce support with a Hadoop plug-in 
[8]. 

 
B.  Cassandra Data Model: 

A table in Cassandra is a distributed multi dimensional map indexed by a key. The value is an object which is 
highly structured. The row key in a table is a string with no size restrictions, although typically 16 to 36 bytes long. 
Every operation under a single row key is atomic per replica no matter how many columns are being read or written 
into. Columns are grouped together into sets called column families very much similar to what happens in the 
Bigtable system. Cassandra exposes two kinds of column families, Simple and Super column families. Super 
column families can be visualized as a column family within a column family. Furthermore, applications can 
specify the sort order of columns within a Super column or Simple column family. The system allows column to be 
sorted either by time or by name. time sorting of column is exploited by applications like Inbox Search where the 
results are always displayed in time sorted order. Any column within a column family is accessed using the 
convention column_family: column and any column within a column family that is of type super is accessed using 
the convention column_family: super_column: column. Typically applications use a dedicated Cassandra cluster 
and manage them as part of their service. Although the system supports the notion of multiple tables all 
deployments have only one table in their schema.  

 
C.  System Architecture of Cassandra: 

The architecture of a storage system that needs to operate in a production setting is complex. In addition to the 
actual data persistence component, the system needs to have following characteristics: scalable and robust 
solutions for load balancing, membership and failure detection, failure recovery, replica synchronization, overload 
handling, state transfer, concurrency and job scheduling, request routing, system monitoring [14] and alarming, 
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and configuration management. The core distributed technique used in Cassandra is partitioning, replication, 
membership, failure handling and scaling. All these modules work in synchrony to handle read/write requests. 
Typically a read/write request for a key gets routed to any node in the Cassandra cluster. The node then determines 
the replicas for this particular key. For writes, the system routes the requests to the replicas and waits for a quorum 
of replicas to acknowledge the completion of the writes. For reads, based on the consistency guarantees required by 
the client, the system either routes the request to the closest replica or routes the request to all replicas and waits for 
a quorum of responses. 

 
II. MapReduce Programming Model: 

Created at Google in response to the problem of creating web search indexes, the MapReduce framework is 
the powerhouse behind most of today’s Big Data processing [15], [16], [20]. The important innovation of 
MapReduce is the ability to take a query over a dataset, divide it, and run it in parallel over multiple nodes. 
Distributing the computation solves the issue of data too large to fit onto a single machine. For that computation to 
take place, each server must have access to the data. MapReduce is a programming model and an associated 
implementation for processing and generating large data sets. Users specify a map function that processes a 
key/value pair to generate a set of intermediate key/value pairs, and a reduce function that merges all intermediate 
values associated with the same intermediate key. Programs written in this functional style are automatically 
parallelized and executed on a large cluster of commodity machines. The run-time system takes care of the details 
of partitioning the input data, scheduling the program’s execution across a set of machines, handling machine 
failures, and managing the required inter-machine communication. This allows the programmers without any 
experience with parallel and distributed systems to easily utilize the resources of a large distributed system. 
MapReduce runs on a large cluster of commodity machines and is highly scalable: a typical MapReduce 
computation process many terabytes of data on thousands of machines. Programmers find the system easy to use: 
hundreds of MapReduce programs have been implemented and upwards of one thousand MapReduce jobs are 
executed on Google’s clusters every day. 

Over the past five years, the authors and many others at Google have implemented hundreds of 
special-purpose computations that process large amounts of raw data, such as crawled documents, web request 
logs, etc., to compute various kinds of derived data, such as inverted indices, various representations of the graph 
structure of web documents, etc.      

 
III. Google Cloud Platform: 

Google Cloud [9] Platform is a cloud computing platform by Google that offers hosting on the same 
supporting infrastructure that Google uses internally for end-user products like Google Search and You Tube. 
Cloud Platform provides developer products to build a range of programs from simple websites to complex 
applications. Google Cloud Platform is a part of a suite of enterprise solution from Google for Work and provides 
a set of modular cloud-based services with a host of development tools. For example, hosting and computing, cloud 
storage, data storage, translations APIs and prediction APIs. 

The Google Cloud Platform is composed of a family of products, each including a web interface, a 
command-line tool and a REST API. 

Google App Engine is a Platform as a service for sandboxed web applications. App Engine offers automatic 
scaling with resources increased automatically to handle server load. 

Google Compute Engine is the Infrastructure as a Service component of the Google Cloud Platform that 
enables users to launch virtual machines on demand. 

Google Cloud Storage is an online storage service for files. 
Google Cloud Datastore is a fully managed, highly available NoSQL data storage for non-relational data that 

includes a REST API. 
 

IV. Implementation: 
A. Creating Virtual Machine Instances: 

An instance is a virtual machine hosted on Google’s infrastructure. We can create an instance by using the 
Google Cloud Platform Console or using the gcloud command-line tool. Create Cloud Platform Console Project. 
Enable billing for your project. Create an instance named Cassandra. Choose windows Server 2012 R2. After 
creation of the instance connect to your instance. Each instance belongs to a Google Cloud Platform Console 
project, and a project can have one or more instances.  

When we create an instance in a project, we specify the zone, operating system, and machine type of that 
instance. When you delete an instance, it is removed from the project. 

 
B. Google Compute Engine: 

Google Compute Engine delivers virtual machines running in Google’s innovative data centers and worldwide 
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fiber network. Compute engine’s tooling and workflow support enable scaling from single instances to global 
instances, load balancing cloud computing. 

Compute Engine’s VMs boot quickly, come with persistent disk storage, deliver consistent performance. Our 
virtual servers are available in many configurations including predefined sizes or the option to create Custom 
Machine Types optimized for your specific needs. Flexible pricing and automatic sustained use discounts make 
Compute Engine the leader in price/performance. Compute Engine offers predefined virtual machine 
configurations for every need from micro to instances with 32 vCPUs or 208 GB of memory, in standard, high 
memory, and high CPU. 

 
C. Checking the Instance Status: 

When we first create an instance, we should check the instance status to see if it is running before we can 
expect it to respond to requests. It can take a couple seconds before our instance is fully up and running after the 
initial request. We can also check the status of an instance at any time after instance creation. Instances can be in the 
following states: 

Provisioning- Resources are being reserved for the instance. The instance is not running yet. 
Staging- Resources have been acquired and instance is being prepared for launch. 
Running- The instance is booting up or running. 
Stopping- The instance is being stopped either due to a failure, or the instance being shut down. This is a 

temporary status and the instance will move to terminated. 
Terminated- The instance was shut down or encountered a failure, either through the API or from inside the 

guest.     
 

D. Accessing the Instance: 
The creator of an instance has full root privileges on the instance. On a windows instance, the creator can use 

the Cloud Platform Console to generate a username and password. Another use can also be added to access the 
instance by the administrator. 

There are some tools to manage the instances. To create and manage instances, we can use a variety of tools, 
including the Google Cloud Platform Console, the gcloud command-line, and the REST API. To perform 
advanced configuration, connect to the instance using Secure Shell (SSH) for Linux instance (or) Remote Desktop 
Protocol (RDP) for Windows. 

By default, each Compute Engine instance has a small root persistent disk that contains the operating system. 
When application running on our instance require more storage space, we can add additional storage options to our 
Cassandra instance.   

  
E. Processing the Dataset: 

A project can have up to five networks, and each Compute Engine instance belongs to one network. Instances 
in the same network communicate with each other through a local area network protocol. An instance uses the 
internet to communicate with any machine, virtual or physical, outside of its own network. 

Now the Denmark’s traffic dataset is being loaded to the Cassandra server. Java code is written to connect the 
cluster to the input datasets. The dataset consists of vehicle id, average measured time, average speed, external id, 
time stamp, vehicle count. Based on the average speed of the vehicle at particular location [12], [13] for a particular 
time stamp we are going to analyze the traffic. This analyzed data would be helpful to monitor and control the 
traffic in the city. Based on the results we would frame the time limit on the traffic signals to have a safe journey on 
the road. To process the datasets we use MapReduce implementation. Final results are retrieved from the 
Cassandra datastore. To reduce the workload we are not using Hadoop Distributed File System.  
 
V.  Performance Results: 

We are interested in data locality experiments as it is a core fact of the MapReduce model. Data locality is 
accomplished by placing the input splits on the local disk of computing nodes. However, when using a distributed 
database a record might be sitting on any node in the cluster. In order to force data locality, the processing tasks of 
a compute node should be chosen based on the range of records stored in the local machine database instance. 
Since we are using Google Cloud Platform Console our storage gets expanded when needed according to usage. 
Cassandra is optimized for writes and superiority over reads is observed both in local and remote cases.  

 
Conclusion: 

For applications that require processing of terabytes size of datasets, mass storage system is required. 
Cassandra is one of the NoSQL database to process huge datasets within short span of time. We have opted 
MapReduce solution since a large variety of problems are easily expressible and it is used to scale large clusters of 
machines comprising of thousand machines  
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